Energy sovereignty in
Mozambique: making
territories, disciplining
populations

The global energy transition as
a contradiction


Energy access is part of the global energy
transition


1 billion people without access to electricity



Over 3 billion people without access to clean
fuels



Limited progress on those objectives



Even more limited progress in understanding
the political and social consequences of
achieving such objectives

Energy transitions in
Mozambique (I)
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Energy transitions in
Mozambique (II)
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Energy and resource
sovereignty


Resource sovereignty associated with government’s control of
natural resources within the national territory does not recognise
relational forms of power that inscribe resources in the global
orders (Emel, Huber and Makene, 2011)



Critique of the project of sovereignty as singular, absolute, rooted
in a social contract and territorially bound as a category of
Western political thought (Bonilla, 2017)



Idiom of sovereignty has been appropriated as a discourse by
indigenous people’s to claim self-determination away from states
(Sturm, 2017)



Part of Routledge’s (2011) call for an “unequivocal and
generative antagonism” to capital and resource circulation?

Learning from ‘food
sovereignty’ movements




Food sovereignty as a transformative force


Galvanise action in transnational agrarian movements, especially
the emblematic La Vía Campesina (LVC)



Inspire radical change in national legislation in countries such as
Ecuador or Senegal (Rosset 2009, Edelman, Weis et al. 2014).

Food security tend to emphasise the availability of food,
whereas food sovereignty directs attention to the right of
people and communities to determine their relations with food
and food production


Change ‘food’ with ‘energy’ to describe energy sovereignty

Insights on energy sovereignty
from previous research in
Mozambique


Energy sovereignty as a normative ideal:


relates energy insecurity to the confluence
between neoliberal state policies and global
capital circulation around fossil fuels and energy
technologies

LEGITIMACY IN
ENERGY
DECISIONS



reveals that place-based interests of people
who use energy are overlooked in favour of
grand narratives of energy access and energy
security expressed at the national or global
levels

UNDERSTANDING
USER NEEDS



raises a concern about how hegemonic means
to produce knowledge shape models of energy
provision and distribution

BOTTOM-UP
ENERGY
PLANNING

Ref: Castan Broto, V. (2017). Energy sovereignty and development planning: the case of
Maputo, Mozambique. International Development Planning Review.

Changing questions



Move away from the normative question “who
should achieve energy sovereignty and how”
towards critical questions about the practice of
sovereignty



In Bonilla’s formulation:


How does the norm of sovereignty emerge and how has
it been sustained?



How does it order forms of life and condition
aspirations?



Which social orders does it enable and which does it
disavow?

Re-theorising resource
sovereignty


Re-imagination of the idea of sovereignty together with the
notion of state (Dean and Villadsen, 2016)



Key points of critique of traditional, static notions of
sovereignty (Kauanui, 2017)





Idealised notions of legal sovereignty are unattainable in any
context and it does not correspond to post-colonial realities



Sovereignty is an activity in the making



Sovereignty found at the interface between disciplining and
governing

Strength of sovereignty over a territory VS accomplishing the
‘right’ disposition of things for a convenient end (following
Foucault)


Making territories + disciplining populations

Processes of territorial
differentiation (I)
Lack of connectivity of three
regional grid systems, prioritising
the interests of the south.
World Bank, 2015: “Of the three
grid systems, the Southern
system serves Maputo … and is
connected to South Africa and
Swaziland. The central system
covering the Beira corridor is
connected to local hydropower
generation at Mavuzi and
Chicamba … and a northern
system fed directly from Cahora
Bassa and stretching up to
Nampula in the north.
Map from the GENI.org

Processes of territorial
differentiation (II)
New connections/1000 people
(2016)
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Highest rates in rapidly urbanising
areas: Niassa, Sofala, Maputo
Province
Lowest rates on areas with low rates
of urbanisation: Inhambane,
Zambezia, Tete

Processes of territorial
differentiation (III)


Alternative models of electrification


Institutions- EDM VS FUNAE




FUNAE focuses in rural areas, however,
it is not integrated in energy planning
(World Bank, 2015) meaning that there
are redundant, non-operative
projects

FUNAE has a strong relationship with
NGOs and bilateral donors


Solar Home Systems: ‘It works because
sim-cards are built into the energy
system itself’ (Bilateral donor)

Processes of territorial
differentiation (IV)


Electrification politics…


Emphasis on urban areas
(Electricidade de Moçambique)



Prioritisation of certain
spaces/uses (‘VIP areas’)



Limited access to certain areasexample in Maputo


Establishing PTs in badly
communicated neighbourhoods



Relocation challenges



Disconnection energy planning
and urban planning (e.g. lack of
energy capacity restricts urban
growth)

Processes of territorial
differentiation (V)

Processes of disciplining (I)


Processes of disciplining
embedded in Frelimo’s
rhetoric of postindependence nationbuilding




Consumer-making




Improvement, reeducation
Belief that ‘proper’ citizens
need to ‘understand’ that
they need to pay

Disciplining technologies


CREDELEC (Baptista)



Solar Home Systems

Processes of disciplining (II)




Complexities in the transition to gas: “We
are just like this, it is difficult to change
us!”- neighborhood leader in Maputo


Gas cookstoves are too expensive or do
not fit the structure of household



People prefer cooking with charcoal
through habit



Taste of food is different



Gas is perceived as unsafe

They conceptualise energy access ‘as a
process’ – relate to calls for education
but:


Evidence that physical access is the most
important variable in gas adoption

Empirical conclusions: Energy
transitions in Mozambique


Consolidation of extractive policies as a “process of
acceptance of specific visions of technological territories
associated with the constitution of the state”



Constitution of a rural-urban differentiation of
electrification policies as a “process of territorial
differentiation, marking the separation of alternative
technological territories”



At the household level there are different experiences
and subjectification, “embedded in everyday practices,
from the practices of energy management to the
manifestation of energy uses in specific environments”.

Final reflections



Sovereignty is highly elusive, but it becomes an objective for
the FRELIMO government reimagining the post-colonial
project of modernisation for the making of modern
Mozambique



Both processes of territorial ordering and disciplining are key to
a state-making project in central state projects such as access
to energy



In practice these strategies reproduce current challenges
rather than facilitate new avenues for energy access



Research on energy transitions should historicize energy
dilemmas and incorporate energy access concerns

